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NEWSLETTER MARCH / APRIL 2017
March is almost over so unless I get a move on with this it will become an April Fools
Day newsletter instead. It is quite late enough already! – summer has been quite busy with
visitors and events of one sort and another: it’s also been very hot, and I become a Bear of
Very Little Brain in hot weather. That’s my excuse.
However, the nagging has finally got through and with Easter and the school holidays
only two weeks away now, it is high time. Our Events Committee has been meeting to put
together a programme for the year (not that everything can be set in concrete too early)
and unless it pours with rain we start with a walk on Easter Saturday, 15th April. Hence the
urgency for a newsletter.
So here is what is arranged: The original plan was to walk the length of Newtons
Road which as you probably know has glorious and sometimes slightly vertiginous views up
and down the harbour and the Heads. However, that may be a little too far since one has
to return the same way; so we’ll keep to the first two kilometres.
We meet at the rest-area on top of Pakia hill at 10 a.m. Our guide will be Lorraine
Parlane, who has lived on Newtons Road long enough to know it well. Being a local Lion,
she will begin with a walk around the Lions’ Commemorative Walk on Pakia Reserve, before
we set out along the road itself. The road is unsealed, rather narrow and winding, and
slightly up-hill with no footpath, so she warns everyone to wear shoes with good grip and
to carry a bottle of water. After two kilometres, we reach the Parlane home where we
have been invited for refreshments (and to view their garden) before the return walk.
Sounds alright? Lorraine and Bob have plenty of stories to tell – gossipy, but never
malicious.
If more information is needed, contacts for the walk are Barbara Coulter (09 405
4844) or Lorraine herself (09 405 8813)
It’s rather a pity we’ve coincided with the Copthorne Hotel’s annual HokiFest, (wine and kai
festival) although that’s timed 11am - 6 pm so there would be plenty of time to do both, if
you have enough energy!
Later events being planned are:
 a film afternoon in June,
 an exploration of Motukaraka’s church and Marae complex led by Paul White in
early spring,
 and of course our November (Christmas) lunch.
Full information about these will go out nearer their time. But in relation to the lunch,
following our very successful time last year and the much-enjoyed speakers (Colin and
Shane Quincey) who had been suggested by Heather Ayrton, we thought – Why not ask the
members to suggest a speaker for this year? We do try to throw the net as wide as we can
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but there are only a few of us which limits the range of contacts. Maybe over our 100-odd
members, a name we’ve never thought of might jump out. Mind you, if you suggest
someone who costs the earth we’d have to charge you the earth as well and noone will
come, so best not. And no political figures, please, although the election should be over by
then.
Following the Quinceys’ talk, two of our members, Diane Yanakopulos and
Seabourne Rust, went hunting for a copy of Colin Quincey’s book on Trademe. They didn’t
find the book immediately but they did hit on an advertisement for a “Colin Quincey medal”
with a reserve of $25 on it and 24 hours to go. Medal? What was all that about? I asked
Diane and Seabourne to tell us the whole story, and as it’s fairly long it will come as an
appendix to the newsletter proper.
Our 40th anniversary exhibition of the event is still creating interest, particularly
among the Australian visitors who are not always aware of its significance - though the same
could be said of New Zealanders 40 and under. The exhibition was timed to start on the
date he left (Waitangi Day) and will stay in place as long as that marathon row went on, i.e.
till the 10th April, and then on to the end of the month to take us to the school holidays
which are almost due. The next exhibition is likely to be based around SAND – partly
because of the changing aspect of the sandhills even since Colin Quincey was photographed
rowing out, and certainly since the Opo films were made.
In the last newsletter I mentioned the two statuettes the museum has received from
Loma Morrison nee Letts. Waiotemarama people have recognised them as old friends from
the Letts’ home, but noone seems to know anything about their origins, whether they are a
well-known part of Victorian décor, or if they have some family significance. Anyway I
promised a photograph last time, and here they are –
Reduced in size as they are here, the
impact is less impressive than the real
articles. Still, if they look familiar, or if
there is any light to be thrown on their
possible origins, we would be very
grateful to hear about it. I did say
before, we need an Antiques Roadshow!
Another recent acquisition has been a
set of glass-stoppered phials, probably
for developing fluids, and likely to have
belonged to Eric Lee Johnson, though
that is partly guesswork. It’s always
great to have local people think of giving
us items they find or own, rather than
taking them to the transferstation as
happens too often. – though the men
there are very good at saving stuff they think we would like! Time we started saving for
expansion.
Newsletters take time to assemble and you may have noticed that I did not manage
to keep this in March. I can’t burn the midnight oil as I could once (just as well, since it
usually had to be rewritten in the morning) However, all we have to do now is to welcome
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both Colin and Sandra Baker of Whangaparaoa, and Dianne Bassett and Wal Dumper of
Orakei, Auckland, to the membership; and hand over to Diane and Seabourne for their
Medal Story. Plus, if you are thinking of what to do over Easter – don’t forget the Newtons
Road walk! - Alexa Whaley.
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The Quincey Medal Story (so far) by Diane Yanakopulos & Seabourne Rust
.

Isn’t it interesting in life, how searching for one thing can lead to another? After attending
the fascinating and inspiring talk by Colin and his son, Shaun Quincey at the annual
Historical Society Christmas lunch last year we were determined to find a copy of Colin’s
book, Tasman Trespasser about his epic solo journey rowing across the Tasman departing
from Omapere, Hokianga Harbour in 1977. We first located Shaun’s book online and after
some weeks, up popped several of Colin’s book so we grabbed the one with his autograph!
It was during this internet search that a most interesting item caught our eye.
Colin Quincey - Tasman Trespasser 1977 in bronze (medal) 42mm by Kevin J. Berry –
Most intriguing!
We thought this could be of interest to the Hokianga Historical Society Museum which is
currently exhibiting the Quincey story ( till the end of April) with Colin generously lending
his precious original charts, amazing photos etc..
After further communications with various people , along with the seller, we managed to
secure this medal, which we were happy to donate to the museum.
Our coin was minted by the Waitangi Mint in Auckland with a limited edition of the Gold
and Silver coins and unlimited number of bronze, and also on offer was a boxed set of the
three with a parchment scroll being advertised.
This in fact turned out to be a Medal Of Courage commemorating Colin Quincey’s epic
voyage.
Subsequent communications revealed that the seller who deals in various medals, purchased
our medal at a Sydney auction in 2016
.Additional internet research located the said auction, however they had no further
information to add, other than what was already advertised, and that our medal was originally
purchased in a box lot.
Our seller said he had never seen another and was surprised there was little interest.
Further research and communications from Colin revealed that he had been approached soon
after the voyage with an offer from the Waitangi Mint to give him a rather small percentage
of any perceived profits, which he declined.
From here the trail goes cold, for to our knowledge and research no other medals have
surfaced and Colin himself was never offered a set in acknowledgement!
We doubt if he has ever even seen one, or would even be interested! If you have read his
book closely, you will soon gather that Colin was not a man to seek accolades or wealth from
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his voyage.
Perhaps courage, and conviction that he alone could battle the elements and
succeed!
In humble kiwi fashion : “ Yes, I knocked the b.......... off!” was the reward.
To fully appreciate and gain an insight into the challenges and determination for both Father
and Son to succeed, both books are recommended and for those whom have not yet seen the
exhibition and are able, we would encourage you to pop down to the Museum soon!
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